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Issue #5 
'Success comes to those 
who are too busy to be looking for it' 
Henry David Thoreau

What a powerful message to all of you who are out there
pursuing a goal, and chasing a dream!
Stay focused, act with intent and don't stop working 
towards your vision.

We have some powerful women featured in this issue, from determined and focused dancing queens to
ambitious and mindful entrepreneur's. 

This is what we love to see at Turning Point, no matter who you are, no matter what you strive to
achieve; wake up each day and act with intent.  Have on repeat your mantra that helps you focus on
what is important. Don't just wish it, but actively work each day to pursue  your dreams.
In doing this, you will wake up one day to realize that what seemed a dream has become your reality
and you are living the life you always wanted for yourself.

The advise I like to give my Academy models is - Stay true to who you are. We are all wonderfully
unique and your quirks and differences are what make you special. Always strive to live the life you want
for yourself with intention, do not settle. You are so capable of great things and I believe you can
achieve them. 

Our  wonderful Tutor Constance Jones, Miss Tourism World Oceania 2019, has made this her mantra,
'Why fit in when you were born to stand out'. This inspiring quotation is from Dr. Seuss, an Author who
also wrote, '“Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You.”

You are the only one who can make your dreams and your goals a reality.
Keep this mindset and more importantly, have fun and love the journey you are on.

With love always

Bridget
xxx

(Turning Point Director & Editor of Turning Point Magazine)

Letter  f rom
the  Ed i tor



 Cover Model
AMBER REARDON

AGE: 17 YRS





Photographer: Lisa Taylor Photography
Location: Itch Bar, New Plymouth
MUA/HAIR: Sabin Hair and Makeup



Amber Reardon is a 17 year old living in the beautiful sights of Taranaki, New
Zealand. 
Ambers involvement in the modelling industry began 10 years ago when she first began
with Turning Point under the direction of founder Lois Finderup.
Amber says 'Turning Point has helped me to gain so much confidence in myself, enabled
me to help and blessed me with life long friendships'.

During this time Amber has had many successes, including winning awards such as Miss
Photogenic and 1st Runner-up in the Miss Taranaki Pageant. Face of Turning Point 2018
and Turning Point Top Photographic Model of the Year 2019. 
Amber has participated in many fashion shows including the honour of wearing the
winning garment in the 2018 Taranaki Fashion Art Awards.
She has been published in an American magazine, worked on many photoshoots including
locations like Hawaii, Wellington and Taranaki. 
Besides Modelling in photographic and runway work, Amber has a love for keeping active
and enjoys beach walks,  working out at the gym, jet sprinting and indoor netball.

When she isn't modelling or enjoying one of her many interests you can find Amber helping
women feel comfortable and secure in a well fitting Bra. Amber is your go to girl at Bendon
and is a qualified brassiere specialist. She takes pride in knowing she is helping reduce the
staggering 80% of women who are wearing the wrong sized bra and assisting more women
understand the comforts of a 'fit to size' brassiere.

'Growing up in the modelling world has enabled me to become the confident
women I am now, which I am so grateful for', Amber Says.
'My Goals and ambitions is to get high into the modelling world, doing more photoshoots
and fashions shows. I also have ambitions in business which I am currently studying to 
 further my education and one day the goal is  to run my own company'. 

'A quote that I stick to is  - everything happens for a reason.

Amber  Reardon
Cover Model



Photographer: Lisa Taylor Photography
Location: Lucy's Gully, Taranaki
MUA/HAIR: Paytin Ruakere





PHONE: 0274043081
INSTAGRAM: @lisataylorphotos
FACEBOOK: /photosbylisataylor

WEBSITE: lisataylorphotography.shootproof.com
EMAIL: lisataylorphotos@gmail.com





Build your modelling skills and create momentum in your career 

We align you with valuable life skills to help you future proof your personal and
professional life. 

Our modules include runway skills, photographic skills, professional image education
and pageant training.

Join the revolution as we take our Academy and modelling community online!

Benefit from studying our industry specific courses in your own time, and always have
the written and video content available to you.

Participate in weekly video calls

Access exclusive business partner specials, competitions and rewards

Have control over your professional profile and manage the content seen by industry
professionals

Be part of our positive, supportive community

Have access to one on one lessons

Participate in Runway and Photographic opportunities

2 model membership levels available
- Academy Member

- Community Member

MEMBERSHIP INFO AVAILABLE AT TURNINGPOINTMODELS.COM/ACADEMY
or email Bridget at director@turningpointmodels.com



Clean Makeup, Clear Conscience and People, Planet and Animal friendly are the without
compromise tag lines for Aleph Beauty. 
Ladies, this is what we have been waiting for! We are becoming more conscious about what we
put in and on our bodies and how companies and products are impacting the environment. We
purposely search for products that are not only safe for us to use but are also environmentally
friendly. From packaging to product, we want a makeup range that encompasses all of the
above, without compromise. 
Well look no further, because we have found it! The ultimate premium, multi-function, natural
makeup line that is developed right here in Aotearoa.
Aleph Beauty was launched in 2018 by co-founders, Emma Peters and Jim Hudson. Emma, a
makeup artist with over 20 years experience in the beauty industry as well as knowledge in well-
being and natural health, co-founded Aleph Beauty with Jim who has spent more than 20 years
in the film and advertising industries. Their idea was to develop a natural, vegan friendly,
premium makeup range that delivers outstanding performance.

Emma's love for makeup started as a child when she would watch her mother work as a
makeup artist at a TV studio in Canada. This led to Emma's own career, beginning in the New
Zealand TV and film industry. It was in her early years as a makeup artist that Emma started
contemplating the idea of her own range of makeup, something that represented everything
she desired in a makeup product - high-performing, multifunctional, clean, premium and
environmentally conscious.  This has resulted in Aleph Beauty being one of the first brands to
manufacture an entire range of colour cosmetics in New Zealand.

Jim Hudson and Emma Peters   co-founders of
Aleph Beauty



The Aleph Beauty range features six colours of Concealer/Foundation, six Cheek/Lip Tints,
two Radiance products, a Serum/Primer, a Vegan Diffuser brush and more products in
development. In just a few short years, Aleph Beauty has exceeded Emma and Jim's
expectations and also gone on to win several awards, 'Best Eye Radiance Sun' and 'Best
Face Concealer/Foundation' in the 2020 NZ Best of Natural Awards, in which they were
also voted  'Peoples Choice'.
As Aleph Beauty grows, their company's key goal is to continue to grow their premium
makeup range without compromising their values, and to keep challenging the traditional
makeup status quo.
Aleph Beauty can be found online through their e-commerce shopping channel and in
selected stockists around the country.

We spoke to Bridget Herlihy, editor and director of Turning Point Models about her
excitement for the Aleph Beauty range and this is what she had to say...

'As the Director of Turning Point Models, I advocate clean living and the use of
environmentally and skin friendly products, especially when it comes to teaching my young

models about the use of makeup. We want them to not only have confidence when
choosing a make up range but also understand the importance of skin health. Knowing
that we have a New Zealand makeup line that emphasizes clean makeup is encouraging

and we can back up our teaching with a range that aligns naturally with us".







Feature  Model
Ash Bechan
My name is Ash Bechan. I was born in
the picturesque South Africa. I have
grown immensely, living in the
gorgeously diverse New Zealand for
the last 16 years. I am qualified
within Human Resource/Payroll
Management. I enjoy using my skills
to contribute to the exciting
advancements of work life.
Some of the other hats I wear include,
being a full-time mum of 2 amazing
babies that are aged 3 and 1, owning
a small events business &
Volunteering at the local Cancer
Society. In my extraordinarily little
spare time, I am also pursuing my
dreams of entering back into
Modelling/Pageantry.
I have recently been selected as a
candidate in the Mrs Universe New
Zealand Pageant 2021. I have high
regard for the organization as it
advocates Domestic Violence in NZ
and promotes more than external
beauty.
I have taken a brave move to enter
the industry with 2 incredibly young
kids however I feel immensely blessed
to assist the vulnerable whilst still
being able to pursue my dreams at
the age of 30. My message of
motivation is to encourage and
empower all our women, that it is
never too late to pursue a lifelong
dream.

PC: MONTY’S PHOTOGRAPHY, VIRGILIO SANTOS
MUA: THE L.C MAKEUP 





Turning Point Models gives aspiring
models the skills, training and
connections they need to establish a
career in the fashion industry, succeed
 in the pageant world and
 grow in confidence and self belief
 to take on their personal and career
goals.

'Turning Point Academy
equips you with modelling
and life skills' 
 
Our industry specific courses will set you
on the right track to create a career as a
model, help you build confidence and self
belief.

Be part of the modelling revolution
and become a member of Turning
Point today!

ENROLLMENTS
ARE OPEN NOW!
www.turningpointmodels.com/academy



Feature Model
JORJA AINSWORTH

My name is Jorja Ainswoth, those who know me best call me 'Miss J'. I am 12 years old and in my final year of
intermediate. I am really looking forward to high school in 2021 and being able to further my interest in health and
Science. In 2019 I had a fall and suffered a brain injury, this really sparked my passion for child health, well being and
ways to stay positive.
I love staying active and enjoy an array of sports and dance. My interest in Modelling began with enrolling in a class at
Turning Point Models. Bridget and Constance helped me develop this new passion  and I was surprised to win an
Award in 2019 for Top Junior Runway Model.
The confidence I have gained and the friendships I have made  through modelling I will cherish for a lifetime. Nothing
feels better than self confidence, and this led me to compete in a beauty pageant, where again, friendships were made
and new skills were developed.
I  am always willing to give anything a go, even a roller skating photoshoot in the middle of winter, and I can't wait to
see where this journey will take me.
As I always say, 'Be your best self ALWAYS', and I challenge myself to do just this every day.
XXX Miss J



PC: NATALIE WAUGH





Feature Model
Brittany Holmes
My name is Brittany, and I am a 19 year old young woman from Australia.
Over recent years, I've attended three modelling and confidence building events,
conducted by Country Girl Management. 
Since participating in these events, I have gained a strong passion to spread the word of
self-love. My priority is to represent women as "strong and powerful warriors"(Katie Jones).
 
During my late High School years, I participated in two school mission trips. 
My first was to Manila in the Philippines in 2017, and the other was to Nepal in 2019. 
It was a true blessing to be given the opportunity to provide assistance and support in
underdeveloped countries. I absolutely fell in love with the youth and communities I
worked with. I want to continue to make as much of a positive impact to the world we live
in as possible, however little or insignificant that may be.                     
PC: CGM



Model: Brittany Holmes
PC: CGM





Photographer: Virat Sharma 



Feature Model
Laura Horton

Laura Horton is 17
years of age and
based out of
Invercargill.  She
loves working with
photographers who
have differing visions
as she finds she
learns more with
each photographer.
She is particularly
interested in one off
designers and
showcasing their
fashion.

Photographer: Jasyon O’Kane 



Photographer: Jasyon O’Kane 



JOIN NOW 
& WIN
Join Turning Point Models
with a Community or
Academy Membership during
the Month of August and go
in the draw to win your NEXT
3 MONTHS FREE!!!

1 ACADEMY AND 1 COMMUNITY MEMBER WILL WIN A 3 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
AND A COPY OF TURNING POINT MAGAZINE      .      PRIZE DRAWN 01/09/2020





My name is Janey Meiring
and  I am a 19 year old
bartender. 
My main hobby is Art. 
If I'm not in front of the
camera, I'm painting and
drawing every chance I get. 
My main goal is to be on
the cover of every Vogue
magazine or be the next
Van Gogh. 
My other hobby is noticing
and petting every dog
possible.

Feature Model
Janey  Meiring

PC: Jared Capco



Emily Sullivan. Wearing her
National Costume inspired
by the geo-thermal areas of
Taupo. Worn when she
represented New Zealand at
the international Miss Global
competition in Mexico 2020.



COMING SOON

EST .  2020  

Everyday i s  a fash ion show 
and the wor ld i s  your runway



The statistics are pretty grim, in New Zealand alone, nine women each day will hear
they have been diagnosed with Breast Cancer, this year 600 fierce and fighting Kiwi
women`s battles will come to an end. 
There is not one person I know whose life has not been affected by this awful disease.
It is because of this that we come together as a sisterhood, to cheer on the ones
battling, to remember those whom we have lost and to give what we can in support.
On the 25th of July Marlaina Curtis of Marlaina's Kitchen hosted a perfectly pink affair at
The Good Home in New Plymouth, a restaurant and bar run by David and Sheryl Stones,
who are always there to support the wider community.
It was a treat for the 50 plus guests to be entertained by the delightful and charismatic
Marlaina, a vision in pink and a personality to match. Marlaina talked to those present
about the scary statistics of breast cancer in New Zealand and what we could all do to
support the cause, to help those fighting and to support the continuous research of the 
 Breast Cancer Foundation New Zealand.
The event was supported by many local businesses and many were fortunate to take
home a pink themed spot prize or raffle.
Attendees were encouraged to dress in pink and the best dressed prize was awarded to
Sarah Piggot of New Plymouth, for her perfectly pink pixie ensemble.
Our very own Bridget Herlihy, Director of Turning Point Models and two time breast
cancer survivor was the guest speaker, Bridget told her story with honesty, the funny
times and the very challenging times, about the days you have to face where no
answers can be given and of the love and support that surrounds you. She spoke of a
battle that you never have to face alone, that there is so much support not just from
family and friends but from organisations  like the Breast Cancer Foundation NZ.

A Pink Ribbon Affair
with

Marlaina's Kitchen



The event surpassed the organisers expectations, even though ticket sales closed two days
before, there was still ladies chasing down tickets the morning of the breakfast. 
Marlaina said, so many have already expressed their interest in next years event, which she
promises to be bigger and better and most importantly pinker!

A humbling moment for all was when a special 11 year old shared with us a time when she
shaved her hair to raise awareness of cancer. Her efforts at only 8 years of age lead her to
raise $3000 for the cause. Marlaina said 'It was such a selfless and brave thing to do, and so
humbling to know there are so many women who don't just think about themselves but are
ready and willing to put others first. It made me very emotional and it is for reasons like this that
we put on these events'.

Marlaina Curtis has many titles to her name including presenter, entrepreneur and
director. She is known for her sensational styling and for her authentic Caribbean
flavoured Jerk seasonings.

Along with the promise of another pink ribbon breakfast in 2021, Marlaina gives us a little
teaser to the next venture, 'I can't wait to let you all in on what we are working on, for now
mums the word. But I assure you, you will not want to miss this one'.

Turning Point Models certainly can't wait to see what this entrepreneurial powerhouse has
planned, if this Pink Ribbon Breakfast was anything to go by, we know it is going to be well
worth the wait. 
So for now let's congratulate the efforts made by Marlaina and her team of helpers who
created this Pink Ribbon Event. 

You can find more details about the events and ways to donate on their website.
Remember early detection is key to battling breast cancer, for more information please
head along to their website www.breastcancerfoundation.org.nz. You can also find
information on hosting your own pink ribbon event or attending one near you.

 







Feature  Model
BRIDIE LANCASTER-BUTCHER  
My name is Bridie Lancaster-Butcher, I am 14 years old from Christchurch, New
Zealand.  I love modelling - the fashion, hair, makeup, the catwalks, photo shoots and
travelling the world when we can.  Last year I was very excited to be part of the Fashion
Passport Family travelling to Amalfi Coast Italy. It was such an awesome experience, 
I met some truly wonderful people. I also have recently been lucky enough to grace a
billboard in Time Square 2020 New York Fashion week.
I love playing soccer for my local club.  I enjoy athletics and running in the cross country
for my school. My mum and I also donate our spare time and volunteer for the Heart
Foundation.  Heart Disease is the leading killer in New Zealand, this is very important to
us, as we have heart disease in our family.
My dream is to one day grace the runways of New York, London, Paris  Fashion Weeks.

Photographer: Capture Portraiture
Hair/Makeup: Bridie







Feature  Model/Dancer

ZANIAH FAE



Zaniah Fae is a native
Wellingtonian on a stellar
trajectory. With a keen creative
mind and endless drive. She has
already begun a professional
career and explored various
creative mediums. Zaniah is a
vibrant and striking performing
artist who specialises in
Commercial dance. She is
currently in the process of
completing her New Zealand
Diploma of Dance at Te Auaha
Institute of Creativity. At only
twenty years old she has
represented New Zealand three
times on an international level,
and is the recipient of the
Ettingshausens Pro International
Talent Scholarship for the year of
2021. As well as being an
exceptional dancer, Zaniah is also
an Adroit coach and
choreographer, having coached
The Company NZ's Junior Elite
nine-man team "Recruits"
through to the Hip Hop Unite
world Championship Finals (2019)
and being the recipient of The
Company NZ's Coach of the year
award (2019). Having only just
begun her journey into the world
of modelling, Zaniah shows great
promise. With a keen interest in
sewing and design Zaniah often
constructs her own garments for
shows and shoots. In 2017 Zaniah
completed her certificate in
Fashion Make up artistry and
since then has worked both
commercially and independently
as a professional Makeup artist. 
Zaniah is impossible to miss and
shows no signs of slowing down.





(Through life)DANCE
When you dance, your purpose is not to get to a certain place on the floor.
It's to enjoy each step along the way.
- Wayne Dyer

A stunning collection of images by renowned dance photographer Lisa Taylor. Echoing a perfect reflection of
the grace, strength and poise these talented young New Zealand dancers possess. 

Dance is an expression of life, a passion for movement and a freedom to just lose control and let the music
take you wherever you choose to be. The quote above by Wayne Dyer speaks of dance and of life. It is not the

journey that brings happiness but the steps you take along the way. Don't just focus on the goal itself but
enjoy the choices and chances you take.

Dancer: ELLA KRUTZ



Dancer: AMBER RENNIE

Dancer:  ELLA KRUTZ



Dancer: MILLE ASKIN 



Dancer: MAIA MCGRATH

Dancer: KATIE SLATER



Dancer: AMBER RENNIE



Dancer: ELLA KRUTZ



Kalissa Giddy is 13yrs old and has danced since
the age of 4, with LGS Dance Studio (Lynn
Gilbert-Smith) in New Plymouth.
She was born with dancing in her blood, her
mother, (Michelle) was a dancer, and was also
taught by Lynn Gilbert-Smith, as well as Kalissa's
big sister Kaelyn (age17).
 
Kalissa's true love of dance, is classical ballet,
however she is a very talented jazz and
contemporary dancer as well.
She dances competitively throughout the year
locally, and within NZ. 
She attends 6 dance classes a week as well as
solo lessons on weekends, and in between,
practices at home, by herself. 
 
Due to Covid-19, the first 2 competitions were
postponed.
Recently, the New Plymouth Competitions
Society were able to hold their local annual
competition, to which Kalissa competed
in.  Within this competition the Jean White
Memorial Scholarship is held.
This scholarship is to recognize potential for
ballet dancers who is wanting to further their
career in dance.
 
This year 10 girls entered, aged between 13 and
17, each of whom has to perform 2 of their own
solo dances, as well as a technical ballet class
with the adjudicator onstage.
This was Kalissa's first time entering, and she
was successfully awarded as the winner.
She was also placed 3rd in the Gilbert -Smith
Dance Trust Jazz award.
 
Kalissa hopes to one day become a member of
The Royal NZ Ballet, and with her determination
and passion anything is possible! 

Feature Dancer
KALISSA GIDDY 

AMBISSION AND DEDICATION





PC: Lisa Taylor Photography



BEHIND THE LENSE
With

Anupama S. Wijesundara



Anupama S. Wijesundara  is an incredibly talented New Zealand based photographer, specializing in fashion,
landscape, family, weddings and travel photography. 

Anupama's photography style is relaxed and vibrant. He believes that photoshoots are all about having fun
whether you are doing a portfolio shoot or event.   He love to capture real moments and emotions, and
encourages his clients to relax and enjoy  themselves. 
Anupama has spent his years capturing the still image of people, and landscapes from around the world.  During
his childhood he developed a strong fascination for nature and wildlife. his favourite hobbies are traveling and
photography. Anupama says he likes visiting new places and meeting new people.

Anupama grew up in Colombo, Sri Lanka but now is currently living in Auckland New Zealand. 
 Along with his passion for photography he is also greatly involved with community, and regularly travels across 
 the country capturing beautiful sceneries from around New Zealand. 

Anupama's beautiful work has been published in various magazines and social media platforms.







PHOTOGRAPHER / RETOUCHER: ANUPAMA S. WIJESUNDARA 
MODEL: AGNE SUMSKYTE 

MUA / COMSTUME: AGNE SUMSKYTE





Feature Model
Hannah Guinn
Photography/Make up: Michaela Mckendry
Editing: Tyler Hargrove



As an American, living in New Zealand for the past 2 years, I have had some lifechanging
experiences working in the world of fashion and modeling. I was part of last year's Exposure at
Massey University in Wellington, as both a photographed model and walking my first runway. I
have also worked with photographers from all over and was in an issue of Capital Magazine for a
hair salon. 
Growing up as the eldest of 4, my mom considered herself an amateur photographer and
was constantly taking photos of me and all of my sisters. I dreaded being in front of the camera
back then, and find it quite ironic that I model professionally now.
I got my start as a professional model in El Paso, Texas with Bazaar Models in 2018 and am
currently doing freelance work here in the artsy city of Wellington. Acting is also a passion of mine
and often the two are combined. Theatre has been part of my life since 2008 and I am currently
part of the production The Revlon Girl by Neil Anthony Docking through Stagecraft as the title
character, which opens August 26.



A new way to move
The Dance Socks Academy Ltd

A new era in dancewear

PC:  Jenna Young Photography
DANCER: Ella McKerchar



As a mum with 2 daughters, I have had my time in the dance studio. I`ve had visions of my
perfect princesses, floating around the dance floor like graceful angels, I imagined dance comps
and ribbons and glorious tutu's. 
My girls were enthusiastic to say the least, but instead of pirouetting graceful creatures, I had the
cutest baby elephants, trying their best to keep in the right positioning but always having more
fun in free dance time, when they could let their imagination run wild!
What a difference dance socks could have made for my girls! By taking away the repetition and
letting magic take it's place. I can just imagine how much more productive lessons in the studio
could be with helping our delightful dancers with their positioning, these socks have to be the
best invention since hairspray when it comes to getting competition ready!

Dance Socks is the creation of Jenna McKenzie, the Principal of The Jenna McKenzie School
of Dance. She has turned this comfy foot warmer into a teaching tool to help young
dancers find perfect placement and bring creativeness and a little magic to the dance class.

What started out as an idea in a brainstorming chat soon had Jenna drawing rough
sketches and gluing string to socks, she introduced this rough version to her classes and
they loved the idea so much they encouraged her to keep progressing with her plan.
Jenna loves to bring magic and imagination to her classes and really wanted a visual tool to
help keep the classes fun and interesting instead of falling in to the tedious repetitive trap.
The dance socks are a bright and wonderful visual aid with stars, a unicorn, mouse, fairy
and strings to help a young ballerina find her placement with ease and a little fun.

PC:  Jenna Young Photography
DANCER: Lily Cooke



Jenna who has been dancing since the age of 6 and teaching for 19 years in Rangiora and
London, says it took her almost two years to develop the sock into what it is now. A life time
of teaching techniques helped develop the 10 special sock features to help in the studio and
practicing at home.
The Jenna McKenzie school of dance in Rangiora has around 500 students taking part in
various styles of dance. They are active in dance recitals, competitions, exams and public
performances. Many of Jenna's students have gone on to become dedicated teachers
themselves.

Dance socks aren`t just an incredible teaching tool, but an aid to assist children in need. The
Dance Sock Academy Ltd, a company formed by Jenna to make socks, has aligned itself with
The Clothing Project and through this donates a pair of sports or school socks to a Kiwi child
in need.
It is Kiwi women like Jenna who are a true asset to our wonderful country.
Jenna says ' I love teaching Dance, It really is my passion'.
We know that with The Jenna McKenzie School of Dance and The Dance Sock Academy Ltd,
Jenna will continue to grow the  passion of dance in young New Zealanders, and no doubt
those worldwide, for many years to come.

PC: Carolyn Jenson
DANCER: Emily McKerchar





STYLE
ON POINT
A HAIR STYLING

PHOTOGRAPHIC

COMPETITION



TURNING POINT
Turning Point Models - Est 1983, offers modelling academy

courses to further the personal growth of young women

and equip them with the correct skills needed for the

modelling industry. 

This year we launched our fashion magazine that

showcases aspiring models from New Zealand and

around the World.  We select NZ businesses to feature in

editorials as well as stylists, photographers, makeup

artists, hairdressers, pageant coordinators and winners.

COMPET IT ION  

GUIDL INES

BACKGROUND
We aim to create more exposure for those featured in the

magazine by offering copies to businesses, for their waiting

areas, foyers, coffee tables and styling stations, while continuing

with digital and print sales online.  We have forecast that issues

in the up comping months will boast an approximate 30,000

plus views per month and will continue to grow over the next 12

months to an estimate of 96,000 or more views per month.

To market our magazine, in the hair and beauty sector

especially, we will run photographic competitions in both hair

styling and makeup artistry.

This competition will be open to hairstylists at any level, the

entries will need to submit their work in 4x high resolution

images and entry form by the close date.

THE WINNING STYLIST
The winning stylist will be judged on the following criteria

Commercial Look  -  Image and hair

style suitability to a fashion magazine

Technique - The skill level of cut,

colour and styling

Originality - A style and image unique

to show the stylists own flare

Fashion Forward - A style and image

with a nod to future fashion trends



My name is Kaelyn
Giddy. I am 17 years
old and in my final
year of high school,
which is very
exciting for me. 
My goals for the
future include
finding a career I am
passionate about
pursuing, traveling
the world, meeting
new people, and
creating a life that I
will be proud to look
back on. 
I adore spending
quality time with my
family and best
friends, reading,
writing, creative
activities and being

Kaelyn Giddy
AGE: 17 years

PC:Lisa Taylor Photography

ADDITIONAL INFO
Entry Fee for this competition is $55

All entries need to include 4 high res images (300dpi), entry form and entry fee

All entries must be received by 6pm 22nd September 2020

Winner will be announced Tuesday 29th September 2020

All entries will receive a copy of  Turning Point Magazine Issue #7 

Turning Point Magazine is about giving everyone who desires it the chance to feature in a

fashion editorial, to feel beautiful and to celebrate the amazing person they are! 

We feature the seasoned model and business owner next to the newbie because we

believe in equal opportunities for all.

We accept and encourage those who don't fit the stereotypical model mold to put

themselves forward for a feature in the Magazine. 

Our Academy not only benefits aspiring models but those who wish to grow in their

confidence and self belief, those who suffer from shyness or anxiety,  or simply wish to

improve their personal or professional image.

We want your business to grow along side ours and create a fabulous supportive

community of like minded people. 

We aim to give our models editorial opportunities by partnering them with advertising

businesses and create an advertorial that is unique and engaging.

SEND ENTRIES TO
Competition closes the 23rd September 2020

6pm

Entries exclusive to New Zealand Hair Stylists

only

Images must be submitted with entry form

and entry fee 

.

Cover Image of Turning Point Magazine Issue #7

4 x page editorial featuring winning stylists, images and story

12 month subscription to Turning Point Magazine

1 x page advertorial for winning stylists salon in Issue #9

Back cover image of Turning Point Magazine Issue #9

The winning stylist will receive an editorial package valued 

at over  $5000 which will include

THE WINNING PACKAGE

Competition@turningpointmodels.com

for more information please contact

Bridget - 0210329330

director@turningpointmodels.com

www.turningpointmodels.com



TURNING
POINT
MAGAZINE

3 Tongariro Drive
Aotea, Porirua
Wellington 5024

Style
On Point
Competit ion

 NAME: ________________________________
ADDRESS:_______________________________
______________________________________
PHONE:_________________________________
EMAIL:_________________________________

I, ___________________________ understand that if I am the winning
stylist I will receive an editorial prize pack valued at $5179.60.
I swear that all work submitted is my own original styling.
I agree to use Turning Point models and/or photographers or supply my
own original images with credit to the photographer and model.
I understand that even if I am not the winning stylist my image/images
will appear in Issue #7 of Turning Point Magazine. as a competition entry.
I understand that by submitting images I give Turning Point the right to
use them including but not limited to advertising and magazine content
with credits given to me as the stylist.
I understand Turning Point will do it's best to represent me as a stylist
and if I win will work with me in proofing my editorial  until I am happy
with my feature.
I swear that the images submitted have not been used in any other
competition.

Print Name________________________________________
Signed  _________________________ on this day ___________.

Official
Style
entry
Form

COM
PET
ITION

turningpointmodels.com

Payment is due in ful l  on entry to this competit ion. You may
choose to pay via bank transfer to
Turning Point Models 12-3135-0149842-00 please use your
name and last init ial as reference (e.g BridgetH)

or credit card  Visa / Mastercard
Name on card________________________________
Card Number_________________________________
Expiry __/__  CVC___

Please submit this entry form along with 4 high resolution images (300dpi)
and your entry fee by 6pm on the 22nd September 2020 

Stay up to date with all that is happening in Turning Point Models
Subscribe to our monthly newsletter

SALON: ________________________________
MODEL: ________________________________ 
PHOTOGRAPHER:__________________________
TELL US ABOUT YOUR IMAGES AND
STYLING:________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

I have paid my Entry Fee of $55 



SHANNON LUCY

COVER MODEL - AMBER REARDON -INSTA @AMBEREARDONXO
 
MODELS / DANCERS

 LAURA HORTON- INSTA @LAURA.HORTON24

ASH BECHAN - FB WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BECHAN.ASH

JORJA AINSWORTH - INSTA @JORJA.MODEL_NZ

BRITTANY HOMES  - INSTA @BRITTANY_JEAN_HOLMES

JANEY MEIRING INSTA @ETHEREAL.KITT3N

BRIDIE LANCASTER-BUTCHER - @BRIDIELANCASTERBUTCHER

ZANAIH FAE - INSTA @ZANIAHFAE

KALISSA GIDDY - INSTA @KALISSA_GIDDY

AGNE SUMSKYTE - INSTA @AGNE_SUMSKYTE

ELLA MCKERCHAR 

LILY COOKE

EMILY MCKERCHAR 

HANNAH GUINN- INSTA @HANNAH.BLU3

TURNING POINT  DIRECTORY
IN THIS MAGAZINE

CREDITS

TURNING POINT MODELS - 
INSTA @TURNINGPOINTMODELS 
LISA TAYLOR PHOTOGRAPHY -

INSTA @LISATAYLORPHOTOS
ALEPH BEAUTY -

WWW.ALEPHBEAUTY.COM
INSTA @ALEPH.BEAUTY

STOCKISTS - 
THE TONIC ROOM, KINGSLAND,AKLD

SHINE ON, WHANGAPAROA
BLACK CHAOS, MT MANGANUI

GREATEST FRIENDS, WAIHEKE ISLAND
CLEAN BEAUTY COLLECTIVE

ANUPAMA S. WIJESUNDARA -
INSTA @ANUPAMA_S_WIJESUNDARA
THE DANCE SOCK ACADEMY LTD -

INSTA - @DANCESOCKACADEMY
FB @DANCESOCKACADEMY

HELLO@DANCESOCK.CO.NZ
WWW.DANCESOCK.CO.NZ

THE JENNA MCKENZIE SCHOOL OF DANCE-
FB @JENNAMCKENZIESCHOOLOFDANCE

THE CLOTHING PROJECT -
FB @THECLOTHINGPROJECT1

MARLAINAS KITCHEN -
INSTA: @MARLAINASKITCHEN

WWW.MARLAINASKITCHEN.COM
BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION NZ -

FB @PINKRIBBONNZ
WWW.BREASTCANCERFOUNDATION.ORG.NZ.

MRS UNIVERSE NEW ZEALAND- 
FB -@MRSUNIVERSENZ 

PHOTO CREDITS
P: Virat Sharma
P: Jasyon O’Kane
P: Jared capco 
P: MONTY’S PHOTOGRAPHY
P:VIRGILIO SANTOS
MUA: THE L.C MAKEUP
P: country girl Management
P: Capture Portraiture
P: Jenna Young photography
P: Carolyn Jensen
P: MUA: Michaela Mckendry
P:Tyler Hargrove
MUA/HAIR: Paytin Ruakere
MUA/HAIR: Sabin-Hair and makeup



Kalissa Giddy
Recipient of the 2020 
Jean White Memorial Scholarship 
Photographer: Lisa Taylor Photography
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